
Tejas Trails Now “Hiring” Volunteers  

Ken Morgan 
April 27, 2011 

 
Dear Rev. Hernandez, 
 
Thank you for your incredible support and friendship which has helped sustain me 
these many years.  
 
I've put together a letter requesting helpers for our camp. I've realized that I 
should be extra clear about what goes on here day to day, (it is a demanding 
schedule) and not be overly expressive of all the inspirational aspects. I am very 
committed to this project and believe profoundly in it's heavenly potential. There 
is no way however, even with substantial help and 100% effort that I can 
complete it by January 2013 but that is my goal. I only ask people to pray about 
this and see where Tejas fits in with the numerous providential priorities. I am 
attaching my internship doc as well as pasting it below. I will be trying to post 
this at BF.org etc. but do you think you can send this attachment out to the 
district? 
 
Thanks again and God bless, 
 
Ken Morgan 
 
 
 

Tejas Trails Now “Hiring” Volunteers  

  

Tejas Trails is a two hundred acre Unificationist Culture/Open to the Public Camp, 
Nature Park and Event Center in central Texas (see web below). We’ve been developing 
it for several years completing over 10,000 square feet of buildings including Main Hall, 
Bath House, six Cabins, Dormitory, and Recording Studio along with extensive grounds 
management. I’m considering going 501 3C, but at present we’re on our own; privately 
owned but with a very public motivation and purpose. Our vision is large, but my wife 
and I alone, if we're to keep with God's timetable and essentially "finish" by January 
2013, can not achieve it---and this is where you come in. I am looking for a few highly 
motivated volunteers, short or long term, to help out. Life here isn’t for everybody, but it 
might be just the thing for you. Projects such as full tilt organic farming, building a 
basketball court, wood kiln, native hardwood furniture shop, greenhouse, library/exhibit 
hall, sauna, metal and wood ‘shops’, creative arts studios, zip lines etc. are very exciting, 



but the road to realizing these exciting results is lined with years of daily perseverance 
and hard work. Oh, and did I mention that I can’t pay you? That’s right, all I can offer is 
a chance to make a difference, to learn a ton of skillsets, put in some outrageous 
mind/body hours in helping to create a place where the miracle of life and purpose of 
creation can be broadly shared.  

While I believe in fun and am easy going, I thrive among people who are tough self 
starters with an idealistic flair. A typical day will include HDH, six hours of work, good 
food, free time and fellowship. Sunday is for worship & personal details and Saturday is 
½ day. We normally drive in to Austin for church and each month we combine with San 
Antonio members for “Music Sunday” at Tejas. There are about 10 church families in our 
community, but we’ve very spread out and here at Tejas Trails for now at least there’s no 
BCs. All things to consider.    

That said, if you can see yourself in this picture, please give me a call and let’s talk about 
it. There’s also bookkeeping, website development, marketing, Tejas Provisions sales, 
botanical and natural resource research etc. for the less outdoors person.    

  

Thanks for listening and have a great day. 

  

Ken Morgan 

www.camptejastrails.com 

  

 
 


